The Big Draw

Top facts





The first artists used ashes from fire, red clay or natural pigments from plants for paint.
Modern art can now be created on computers and tablets

Some artists create art that is displayed in museums or galleries. Other artists
produce art for books, movies, commercials and websites.




Painting the Mona Lisa’s lips took Leonardo da Vinci 12 years! Only the lips!
Leonardo da Vinci was a vegetarian and also fought for animal rights. He bought caged
birds and then set them free.



Pablo Picasso was an animal lover. He owned a pet monkey, a goat, an owl, a turtle and
packs of dogs and cats
Key Vocabulary and Definitions

Artist

A person who creates paintings or

Tertiary

Tertiary colors are the six 'in-between' colors.

drawings as a profession

Colours

They are each a mixture of one Primary Color
plus its nearest Secondary. They are complex
and seductive. But beware!

Collage

Primary
Colours
Secondary
Colours

Art made by cutting up materials such as

Texture

The look and feel of the canvas in painting.

colored paper, string, fabric, and newspaper

This can vary on how the paint is applied.

and then gluing them together to make a

Other materials may be added to change the

picture.

texture.

Red, yellow, and blue. All of the other

Portrait

A drawing or painting of a person or people.

Landscape

A painting of nature and the land such as the

colors can be made from these three.
The Secondary colors are Orange, Purple
and Green. They are the 'children' of each
pair of Primary colors.

ocean, mountains, trees, and sky.

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Go cloud watching!

Create a collage of your favourite

Find 5 interesting facts about

food!

Pablo Picasso.

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Draw the primary, secondary and

Make a biography for L.S. Lowry

Draw a portrait of yourself!

tertiary colour wheel

Chili Challenges


Paint some pebbles and turn them into colourful creatures



Take some paper outside and do a landscape drawing

